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About This Game

Disney Infinity 1.0: Gold Edition gives you the freedom and endless opportunity to create stories and play experiences with all
Disney Infinity 1.0 Characters and Play Sets Unlocked and ready for you to mix, match and mash up to invent just about any

adventure you can imagine.

All Disney Infinity 1.0 Playsets Unlocked:
- The Incredibles

- Pirates of the Carribean
- Toy Story in Space

- Cars
- And More...

All Disney Infinity 1.0 Characters Unlocked:
- Anna & Elsa

- Lightning McQueen
- Captain Jack Sparrow

- Buzz Lightyear
- Jack Skellington

- Sorcerer's Apprentice Mickey
- And More...

Enjoy Disney Infinity with a Full Toy Box!
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Title: Disney Infinity 1.0: Gold Edition
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Avalanche Software, Heavy Iron Studios
Publisher:
Disney Interactive
Release Date: 9 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual-Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8600 GT 512 / ATI Radeon HD 4650 1 GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 12 GB available space

English,French,German
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Very fun game although i completed in around 15 mins :/

7/10

-could be longer. I didn't enjoy this at all. I mean all those dialogs and stuff was totally dumb !! I mean this could fool some little
kids :)). very simplistic. nothing to it really. the game should be free. i'm glad i got it in a bundle.. Fun concept, slow pacing.
Good horror vibes with an unorthodox method of navigation to really set that sense of dread in. Being blind and using only
sound to find where you are makes for an interesting game. A bit rough around the edges and some areas are quite frustrating,
however. Its simple design holds it back from being great, but it is still good. 6/10 worth picking up on sale.. So i enjoyed
playing this game, cool story bro :)
but it is a shame that i finished it in 2,2 hrs. It's a really fun game, challenging AF and the visuals are great. I used to play bullet
hells back when I was a kid and this feels better, visual are modern and clean, music is so rad. I'd recommend this to anyone that
would like to try a BH.. Interesting documentary. Y'know, the beginning was not bad actually. The mc was cliche, but also fun.
She made me like the game at first.
Then why did i stopped playing this game? well, its just for one reason; there's this one scene that happened in the game...
(I haven't played that much, so if you don't mind taking spoilers from the first couple hours of the game, be my guest.)
Our MC basically loves justice. This MC and her comrade are going into the prison for some reason.
Even though i say its a prison, its actually a town for prisoners. They are being watched 24/24 and will get killed if they will do
something unnecessary.

Now, there's this one guardian of this place, that meets with our MC. He's quite edgy and talks stuff like "we're so edgy and
nobody can argue with us we're the bezt." His mission is showing the way where the MC was supposed to go.

Everything is cool, y'know. They walk around and stuff. Apparently only criminals lives in the town, since its a prison for them.
But suddenly...

-"Ah, i'm sorry...!"
A cute potato kid accidently bumps into the mc when she was walking! Oh My Flowers, what a coinsidence! In a town where
criminals lives, this one pure kid bumps into our MC!
So i thought, "oh i get it. He stole MC's wallet or something like that. I bet the guardian will notice it and our mc will be like
'wait why, hes a childd why did u do dhaddtt'

...I predicted that, and i was alright if that would be the case.

The guardian hurt the child with his sword and said "how dare you, hurting her! You garbage, don't run agan, do you wanna die?
huh?"
My wallet theory was way better than his excuse, and you know it. At this point, i got the fact this guardian was just a pitiful
garbage, so that was that. But wait...

Our MC takes her sword and says "put your sword back or ill fight with you," says when it felt like he would do that anway.
These two are supposed to be comrades as you would expect, but when the guy accepts her and they start fighthing, you got the
point of this game already.
"oooh lets forget about the logic and just care about our cool looking guyssssssssss..."
I explained in a weird and goofy way, but i think you would get annoyed even more if i would explain it normally/while giving
more details.

Listen. I don't care if a visual novel doesn't cares about its story but only cares about its characters. But when you show this sort
of obviously way too stupid kind of thing on my face, i just can't.

I am sure there will be some good stuff to like if i will go on, but i just.. just no. Maybe later, maybe one day...i don't know.
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This was a fun one... a few really good puzzles, only a handfull of actual hidden object screens though so that's different from
other games of this type. Story was actually really good I thought and the voice acting was well above par. Easily worth it on sale
and maybe even worth full price if you're really jones'ing for a new hidden object game. This is a bit of a mixed review. The
game is one that I got enjoyment out of sure enough, and the setting is okay. A typically dystopian dark future in your typical
Blade Runner/Cyberpunk type of world where everybody but an elite few seem to be up to their ears in crap, or are constantly
living in fear.

I played this game through to the end, and without revealing anything, the ending is unsatisfyling. Also, some of the
characterisation in the game seems a bit odd. There's a female cop who seems semi sympathetic to your situation who I thought
would end up playing a larger part.

Graphics are competent, if not spectacular, sound is ok as is voice acting. All in all I've played worse, but the main thing that
bugs me is the amount of walking from place to place to do tasks. It sounds like a mild complaint but it gets irritating when it
constantly happens.

Warning, unlike a lot of modern games you CAN die in this, though you're ressurected at a checkpoint of sorts. It's just
something that doesn't happen a lot nowadays.

Would I recommend this? It depends. If you're fairly new to point and clicks, try to get something else like Longest Journey,
Broken Sword, Runaway, or whatever. If you've played most of these to death, pick it up, but I'd wait till it's reduced. It's not
worth the full price in my opinion but your mileage may vary.. I recommend RPG Maker 2003 for anyone who want's to make a
16-bit retro rpg.
It's easy to use and for being the cheapest RPG Maker, it's great!
It does have some limitations like only being able to use 16-bit graphics, but over all it's a nice program.. If you love UK
Railroads, especially older ones, you won't be disappointed!

The Class 37 is very well made and fun to drive & the Scenery is just gorgeous.
I'd love to see more Services with the Class 08 in the future though.

Performance wise i get between 65 - 85 fps with a Gtx 1080, i7-4790k.
. boss 2 jumps unpredictidly and game is just♥♥♥♥♥. Great game, I'm now a diplomated doctor and baker.
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